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ABSTRACT
This experimental research evaluates the structural performance of laced reinforced concrete beams (LRC-45)  
in comparison to conventional reinforced concrete beams (RC-90) under reverse cyclic loading. Visual 
inspection revealed that LRC-45 exhibited superior crack resistance, even at high displacements, unlike 
RC-90, which displayed vertical cleavages and diagonal tension cracks. RC-90 demonstrated minimal ductility, 
initiating cracking at lower loads. Hysteresis response curves showed LRC-45 outperforming RC-90 in terms 
of cracking load and maximum load, with higher displacement capacity. The ductility factor of LRC-45 was 
56.39% higher. Notably, LRC-45 exhibited a substantial 143.43% increase in cumulative energy dissipation, 
highlighting its superior energy-absorbing capacity. Additionally, stiffness analysis indicated significantly 
higher stiffness in LRC-45. The numerical analysis supported experimental findings, emphasizing the potential 
of laced reinforcement in enhancing structural resilience, energy dissipation, and stiffness. The novelty lies 
in the remarkable improvements offered by LRC-45, particularly its enhanced energy-absorbing capacity and 
stiffness, which are crucial for structures subjected to dynamic loads, such as seismic events.
Keywords: Laced reinforcement; reverse cyclic loading; ductility; energy dissipation.

INTRODUCTION
The design of reinforced concrete structures often necessitates the consideration of severe dynamic loads such as 
blasts or earthquakes [1]. Under typical loading conditions, the primary focus is on strength and stability criteria. 
However, during seismic events, the loads are significantly higher and short-lived. Consequently, building codes 
emphasize the importance of ductility criteria [2]. In the past two decades, there has been a growing emphasis on 
achieving higher levels of ductility through appropriate concrete mix proportions, the incorporation of steel fibres, 
and changes in reinforcement detailing [3]. Key objectives for a structure to exhibit strong ductile behaviour 
include ensuring adequate resistance, substantial inelastic deformation with sustained resistance, and preventing 
the local or early failure of structural components like columns, beams, and beam-column junctions [4].  
Achieving full functionality of structures after events such as explosions, seismic forces, or impulsive loads 
is often impractical and cost-prohibitive. Instead, the primary goal for these structures is to contain the effects 
of such events, preventing their spread to nearby buildings and structures [5]. Laced Reinforced Concrete 
(LRC) beams are designed with transverse reinforcements continuously bent to effectively link the longitudinal 
reinforcements on both sides of beams, columns, or slabs. LRC elements exhibit a higher capacity of support 
rotation, enabling them to absorb and dissipate energy more effectively. For instance, particularly in dynamic 
scenarios like a blast explosion of charge weight of 75T and the separation distance between the test storage 
structures was reduced from 101 to 30 m [6].

The advantages of LRC elements, including increased support rotations, strain hardening beyond the 
yield plateau, reduced spalling after reaching the yield limit, and high shear resistance during transient blast 
loading, are detailed in the comprehensive manual TM 5–1300 [7]. Srinivasarao concluded that lacings can 
effectively achieve ductile failure even under high-cycle shear. The spacing of reinforcement has a minimal 
impact on cracking and ductility. The role of stirrups was explained by SALLAM and FAWZY [8]. The 
presence of stirrups in the constant moment region does not significantly affect the stiffness of tested RC 
beams [9]. However, including stirrups in this region results in a 10% reduction in ultimate load capacity [10].  
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The extent of buckling in the compression reinforcement depends on the number of stirrups used, and all 
forms of discontinuous stirrups proved inadequate in preventing horizontal cracks at the interface between 
the tensile reinforcement and the core of the beam after yielding, leading to sudden and brittle failure [11]. 
ZHAO’s et al. [12] investigation of RC Beams, both Normal and ECC specimens, with and without web 
reinforcement concluded that post-peak response is characterized by shear ductility in RC beams. ZAKARIA’s 
et al. [13] study on shear cracking in RC beams revealed that the width of shear cracks is directly proportional 
to the spacing between shear cracks and shear reinforcement strain [13, 14]. The characteristics of shear and 
longitudinal reinforcement play a crucial role in determining diagonal crack spacing and openings [15]. Wider 
diagonal crack spacing and a limited ability to control shear crack openings occur as the side concrete cover 
around the stirrup increases [16]. The relationship between crack width and stirrup strain remains consistent 
regardless of the applied loading paths.

The inclusion of transverse reinforcement in reinforced concrete beams offers several benefits [17]. 
Transverse reinforcement effectively controls crack width by increasing aggregate interlocking on the crack 
surfaces [18]. Ductility at the ultimate state increases and shear strength significantly improves. The presence 
of transverse reinforcement ensures a smooth transfer of internal forces from concrete to steel reinforcement. 
Overall, transverse reinforcement positively affects crack control, shear strength, and the behaviour of reinforced 
concrete beams [19]. Transverse reinforcement becomes effective as soon as diagonal or inclined cracks begin to 
form. It starts resisting certain shear stresses even before inclined cracking becomes evident [20]. Once diagonal 
cracking occurs, the majority of the shear force is borne by the transverse reinforcement. The utilization of 
continuous reinforcements was discovered to enhance the ductility of structural elements [21]. The significance 
of employing wire ropes as shear reinforcement in concrete beams. The experimental findings revealed that 
concrete beams reinforced with continuous spiral-type wire ropes exhibited serviceability crack width limits at 
higher loading levels compared to beams reinforced with conventional stirrups. Furthermore, beams reinforced 
with wire rope displayed a reduced rate of crack width increase with increasing applied load when compared 
to conventional beams [22]. SHEIK and TOKLUCU’s [23] study demonstrated that incorporating spiral steel 
reinforcement in a column leads to improved concrete strength and ductility. According to ANANDAVALLI  
et al. [24] research, structural components prepared using LRC can achieve support rotation as high as  
4° while the conventional beams attain a support rotation of 2°. From the tests conducted at CSIR–SERC, it 
was concluded that LRC exhibited a plastic hinge rotation of 4° at support and 8° at the center for continuous 
construction [25]. The continuous lacings are inclined between 45° and 60° to horizontal. Several methods have 
been proposed to improve the energy dissipation capacities and durability of RC beam-column joints through 
reinforcement design and detailing [26, 27].

A significant amount of research has been conducted on seismic-resistant beams [28–32], but little is 
known about the laced reinforced concrete structural elements that are required to improve the performance of 
RC structures and reduce the likelihood of sudden structural failures. This work proposes LRC beams under 
reverse cyclic loads with laced reinforcements at 45 and 30 degrees. A typical reinforced concrete beam has also 
been tested under identical loading circumstances for comparison. This study examines the ductility behaviour, 
energy dissipation, failure mechanisms, crack pattern, and the load-deflection response of LRC beams under 
reverse cyclic loading. The LRC beams that were cast for the study were determined to have a shear span-to-
depth ratio of 2.6.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY
Concrete specimens were cast using standard concrete mix proportions following IS 456 guidelines [20].  
Rectangular concrete beams with dimensions of 300 × 300 × 820 mm were cast for both LRC 45 and RC 90 [33].  
The lacing angle was set at 45 degrees for LRC 45, while RC 90 had conventional 90-degree stirrups [34]. 
All specimens followed IS 456 guidelines. The concrete had a compressive strength of 30 MPa and a tensile 
strength of 3.38 MPa [35]. Four 12 mm diameter steel bars were used in both the tension and compression 
zones for all specimens. The lacing bars also had a diameter of 12 mm [36]. Reinforcement material properties 
included a yield strength of 500 MPa and Young’s modulus of 210,000 MPa [36]. A hydraulic jack load cell 
with a capacity of 100 kN was employed to apply loads [37]. Reverse cyclic load tests were conducted using a 
hydraulic jack load cell [38]. Load cycles involved loading and unloading in upward and downward directions 
[39]. Displacement and strain measurements were recorded at various load levels. Displacement was measured 
using dial gauges and electrical resistance strain gauges were used to monitor strain in the reinforcement [40]. 
Nonlinear material models for concrete and steel were employed to predict stress, strain, deformation, and  
ultimate load-carrying capacity under higher reverse cyclic loads [41–43]. The properties of concrete and steel 
are shown in Table 1 and Table 2.
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Table 1: Material properties of concrete.

Youngs modulus 27386 Mpa

Poisson ratio 0.2

Compression strength (uniaxial) 30 Mpa

Tensile Strength (Uniaxial) 3.38 Mpa

Biaxial compressive strength 34.7 Mpa

Dilatancy angle 30°

Ultimate effective plastic strain in compression 0.01

Plastic strain at uniaxial compressive strength 0.0012

Residual compressive relative stress 0.2

Relative stress at the start of nonlinear hardening 0.4

Residual tensile relative stress 0.2

Plastic strain limit in tension 0.01

Table 2: Material properties of reinforcement steel.

Young’s modulus 210000 Mpa
Poisson ratio 0.3
Yield strength 500 Mpa
Tangent modulus 984.30 Mpa

3. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
The experimental program consists of the evaluation of 45-degree and 90-degree reinforcements by maintaining 
the longitudinal reinforcement and the cross-section as the same [44]. The spacing of nodes in lacings is kept 
at 160 mm [45–48]. The cantilever beam was cast with a rectangular cross-section measuring 300 × 300 mm 
with a height of 0.82 m and the beam was securely fixed at the base as shown in Figure 1. The shear span-
to-depth ratio for the rest specimens was set at 2.6 [49]. The design of the specimens followed the guidelines 
of IS 456. The diameter of the reinforcement rod used as lacing and the longitudinal bar was 12 mm in size. 
Reverse cyclic load testing was carried out on a mounted loading frame [50]. The vertical portion of the casted 
specimen (Column portion) was positioned at fixity by a hydraulic jack fixed rigidly to the mounting frame 
[51]. In a reverse cyclic test, loading and unloading in upward and downward directions is given alternatively 
upon the beam. The load is applied at the top surface of the beam by a hydraulic jack load cell (Actuator) of 
capacity 100 kN at a distance of 160 mm from the free end of the cantilever beam portion and unloaded after 
it [52, 53]. The dial gauge is located at the bottom of the beam exactly under the loading point to capture the 
displacement during the forward loading cycle and vice versa for the reverse loading cycle and it gets repeated 
until the ultimate load. An electrical resistance strain gauge with a length of 30 mm was slotted inside bars 2 of 
tensile reinforcement and compressive reinforcement and the lacing bar for all three beams [54]. To measure 
steel strain, a strain gauge device is connected to LVDT, and the strain for each load is noted. The geometric 
details of the test specimen are furnished in Table 3 and the instrumentation setup for reverse cyclic loading 
is shown in Figure 1. The LRC beam with 45-degree lacing is named LRC-45, RC beam with conventional 
stirrups is named RC-90 [55].

The load cycle of LRC 45 and RC 90 is shown in Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b). In the first cycle, the load 
was constantly increased from 0 to 25 kN, with the load cell placed above the beam at a distance of 160 mm from 
the free end of the cantilever beam and the dial gauge positioned below, after which it was unloaded to zero kN  
during the forward cycle. The position of the dial gauge and the load cell is swapped and the load is applied 
again from the bottom up to 25 kN from zero kN during the reverse cycle. The same procedure is followed 
for the other cycles. The displacement was noted at each load point to draw the hysteresis loop. Strains in the 
reinforced bars were also monitored using an electrical resistance strain gauge [56].
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Figure 1: Test setup and reinforcement detail of LRC 45.

Table 3: Geometric details of the test specimens.

BEAM LRC-45 RC-90
Total Length (m) 1.50 (0.68 + 0.82) 1.50 (0.68 + 0.82)
Width (mm) 300 300
Depth (mm) 300 300
Longitudinal reinforcement 4 numbers of 12 mm dia in tension and 

compression zone each (T and C)
4 numbers of 12 mm dia in tension and 

compression zone each (T and C)
Stirrups (mm) 12 12
Lacing angle 45° Closed stirrups 90°
Diameter of cross rod (mm) 16 16
Span of beam (m) 0.66 0.66
Schematic figure of shear  
reinforcement
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Figure 2: a) Load cycle of RC 90 b) Load cycle of LRC 45.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1. Crack pattern
It is found that the interface between the column and beam has developed crack propagation and the failure 
pattern was consistent in all the test samples. Upon visual inspection, it was evident that at lower displacement 
levels, no significant damage was observed at the Beam column joint. As the displacement increases, a clear 
vertical cleavage has occurred at the junction of all the specimens except LRC-45 [57]. At higher displace-
ment levels, diagonal tension cracks were developed in both the faces of the beam spanning across the tension 
and compression zone. It is found that minimum ductile behavior is observed in RC-90 which is depicted in  
Figure 3(a) and 3(b). However, no cracking was observed in the column at any stage of the experiment during 
an investigation [58]. For the specimen LRC-45, no cracks were noticed at the joint and the joint remained intact 

Figure 3: a) Crack pattern of LRC 45 b) crack pattern of RC 90.
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Figure 4: a) Load displacement curve LRC 45 b) load displacement curve RC-90.

throughout the test. The first crack started at the load of 60 kN for LRC 45 and 35 kN for RC 90. The peak load 
of LRC 45 is 90 kN and 75 kN for RC 90. The crack width of LRC 45 is also less compared to other RC 90. 
For the conventional beam RC 90, the first crack started at 24 kN at the beam-column joint interface from the 
top. At 48 kN, the crack from the tensile zone and the compressive zone joined. As the load gradually increased, 
diagonal shear cracks were progressively formed along both sides of the specimen.

4.2. Hysteresis response curves
The beams LRC-45 and RC-90 are experimentally tested by reverse cyclic load testing and the load-deflection 
variations are figured as hysteresis response curve/Load deflection curve and are shown in Figure 4(a) and 
Figure 4(b). The forces and displacement vary in the push and pull directions due to Bauchinger effect. All the 
beams displayed nearly identical behavior, except the first cracking load and the maximum load [59, 60]. The 
first cycle load of LRC 45 and RC 90 is compared and shown in Figure 5 (a). The maximum load taken by  
LRC-45 is about 87.5 kN and the RC-90 is about 75 kN and the corresponding displacement is 25.8 mm and 
14.85 mm as shown in Figure 5(b) The figure indicates that for each tested specimen, the pattern in both the 
push and pull directions is similar, with only a mild variation in values of ultimate load and displacement values 
between the positive and negative directions. Hysteresis loop at the initial cycle and the final cycle is graphed 
in the respective figures.
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Figure 5: a) Comparison of first cycle load-deflection curve of LRC 45 and RC 90 b) comparison of last cycle load- 
deflection curve of LRC 45 and RC 90.

Table 4: Ductility factor of LRC 45 and RC 90.

SPECIMEN YIELD DEFLECTION 
Dy (mm)

ULTIMATE DEFLECTION 
Du (mm)

DUCTILITY  
FACTOR

AVERAGE 
DUCTILITY

+ve –ve +ve –ve +ve –ve

LRC 45 12 11 25.8 22 2.15 2 2.08

RC 90 11 8 14.85 10.4 1.35 1.3 1.33

4.3. Ductility factor
The ratio between ultimate deflection (Du) and the yield deflection (Dy) is called as ductility factor. Load–tip 
deflection curves have been used to derive values of Du and Dy. In this study, the deflection value corresponding 
to 90% of the ultimate load in the descending branch of the load-tip deflection envelope curves is considered as 
Du [18]. The calculation of the cumulative ductility factor involves determining the ductility of the structure for 
each loading event or cycle and then summing these values to obtain the cumulative ductility. It is seen that the 
ductility factor of LRC 45 is 56.39 percent higher than the RC 90. Table 4 shows the ductility factor of LRC 45 
and RC 90 and a comparison of the Cumulative ductility factor is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Comparison of cumulative ductility factor of LRC 45 and RC 90.
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Figure 7: Comparison of cumulative energy absorption capacity of LRC 45 and RC 30.

Figure 8: Comparison of stiffness degradation of LRC 45 and RC 30.

4.4. Energy absorption capacity
The assessment of energy dissipation in reinforced concrete beams subjected to cyclic loading is a crucial aspect 
of structural performance analysis. In this study, the energy dissipation was quantified by calculating the area 
enclosed within the hysteresis loop, representing the load-displacement behavior during loading cycles. The 
results indicate that energy absorption in both the positive and negative loading cycles exhibited a consistent 
trend of increasing with displacement and load amplitude. This behavior is expected as higher displacements 
and loads require more energy to deform and subsequently recover from loading. Remarkably, the cumulative 
energy dissipation for the LRC 45 beam was found to be 143.43% higher than that of the conventional RC 90 
beam as indicated in Figure 7. This substantial increase in energy dissipation signifies the effectiveness of laced 
reinforcement in enhancing the beam’s ability to absorb and dissipate energy during cyclic loading. It suggests 
that LRC 45 beams have superior energy-absorbing capacity, which is a critical attribute in structures subjected 
to dynamic loads, such as seismic events, where energy dissipation can help mitigate structural damage and 
ensure safety.
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Table 5: Stiffness of LRC 45 and RC 90 in the forward and reverse cycles.

CYCLE  
NUMBER

LRC 45 RC 90

FORWARD CYCLE REVERSE CYCLE FORWARD CYCLE REVERSE CYCLE

1 7 5.3 5.5 4

2 5 4.3 4 3.1

3 3.2 3.2 2.5 1.7

4 2 1.8 1.8 1

4.5. Stiffness
Laced reinforcement in a concrete beam is a structural technique that involves the incorporation of additional 
diagonal bars, known as lace bars, which intersect the primary longitudinal reinforcement. This arrangement 
creates a lacing pattern typically set at a 45-degree angle to the vertical axis of the beam. Scientifically, this 
lacing pattern serves to significantly enhance the overall stiffness of the concrete beam when compared to a 
conventional beam lacking lacing. The increase in stiffness can be attributed to several factors. Firstly, the 
introduction of diagonal lace bars effectively increases the moment of inertia of the beam’s cross-sectional 
geometry. Moment of inertia quantifies a section’s resistance to bending, and a higher value indicates greater 
stiffness. In this case, the lacing bars contribute to a larger moment of inertia, thus enhancing the beam’s stiffness. 
Experimental findings, as indicated in Figure 8, demonstrate the significant impact of laced reinforcement on 
stiffness. The stiffness of the LRC-45 beam is notably higher than that of the RC-90 beam, both in the forward 
and reverse loading cycles. Specifically, LRC-45 exhibits a 27.27% higher stiffness in the forward cycle and 
a remarkable 32.5% higher stiffness in the reverse cycle. In Table 5, the Stiffness of the beam in each cycle is 
tabulated. For consecutive cycles, the load is directly proportional to deflection. Hence the stiffness is degraded.

5. CONCLUSIONS
• The experimental program under reverse cyclic loading carried out on 45-degree laced reinforcements  

and conventional RCC beam reveals the following points. In the experimental program, load-deflection 
response, crack pattern, failure modes, energy dissipation, and ductility were monitored and analyzed. It is 
observed that the first crack started at the load of 60 kN for LRC 45, and at 35 kN for RC 90. The peak load 
of LRC 45 is 90 kN and 75 kN for RC 90. The crack width of LRC 45 is also less compared to other RC 90. 
The ductility factor of LRC 45 is 56.39 percent higher than the RC 90.

• The cumulative energy dissipation of the conventional beam i.e., RC 90 is 1027 kN mm and the cumulative 
energy dissipation of the LRC 45 beam is 143.43 percent higher than the conventional beam. The stiffness of 
LRC-45 is 27.27% higher than the RC-90 in the forward cycle and 32.5% higher in the reverse cycle.

• As per Numerical analysis, the maximum stress taken by RC 90 at the final load is 372.21 MPa and is  
18 percent higher than the LRC 45. The total deformation of RC 90 at the load of 500 kN is 338.96 mm and 
LRC 45 exhibits deformation of 259.76 mm thereby the conventional beam exhibits a deformation capacity 
30 percent higher than the LRC 45 at 500 kN. Both LRC 45 and RC 90, the experimental and numerical result 
shows a good match. It is found that the inclined lacing at 45° to the horizontal performs well in ductility and 
provides sufficient shear strength under reverse cyclic as compared to conventional beam RC 90.
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